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SHUSHTAR NEW TOWN 
SHUSHTAR,  IRAN 

Completed 1977 (Phase I), and ongoing. 157 

Client: Karoun Agro-Industries Corporation, and Iran 

Housing Corporation. 

Architects: D.A.Z. Architects, Planners and Engineers. 

O B J E C T I V E S .  In 1973, the Karoun Agro-Industries Cor

poration decided to build a satellite town to house the employ

ees of a sugar cane processing concern nearby. The inhabitants 

were to be provided with the advantages of individual housing 

as well as communal facilities and intrastructural services. De

velopment of Shushtar New Town was also intended to revi

talise the old town and to accommodate expansion generated 

by industrial growth in the region. 

S I T E .  Shushtar New Town, in the Khuzestan Province in 

southwest Iran, is across the river from the old city. The site is 

exposed, undulating and bounded on the eastern and southern 

sides by the Shatit River. Most of the land is desert. 

H I S T O R I C A L  B A C K G R O U N D .  Shushtar is one of the 

oldest fortress cities. It was an island city on the Karoun river 

during the Sassanian era when it also became the winter capi

la eft: The elegant brickwork frames the pedestrian street designed at a 

human and inviting scale. The streets are primarily for pedestrians and act 

as outdoor extensions of the homes where neighbours may interact in a 

peaceful atmosphere. 

Overleaf: The rythmic geometry of the roofs captures the unifying theme of 

the underlying composition. Old Shushtar appears in the distance. 
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shopping centre 
bazaar 
mosque 

6. school 
7. sports 
8. park 

central General site plan: The new town is planned along a 

4. town square 
5. community and 

cultural centre 

spine leading to the old town. 

9. 
10. 
11. 

existing 
bus station 
bridge to old town 

Left: The neighbourhood pedestrian boulevard is 

defined with a brick wall and a row of trees. 

Above: Small private courtyards with open-to-

sky space and greenery are woven into the fabric 

of the architectural composition. 



tal. The fortress walls were destroyed at the end of the Safavid 

era from 1502 to 1722 A.D. 

The river was channelled to form a moat around the city. 

Bridges and main gates into the city were built to the east, 

west and south of the city. Several rivers near Shushtar are 

conducive to the extension of agriculture. Sugar cane, the 

main crop, dates back to the Sassanian period, 226 to 641 A.D. 

The system of channels and subterranean water, qanat, 

supplied water for domestic use and for irrigation. Qanats 

connected the river to the internal reservoirs of the assembled 

houses. Traces of these qanats are in the crypts of some houses. 

Subterranean channels were used to supply water during the 

war when the gates were closed. 

L O C A L  A R C H I T E C T U R E .  Most of the Shushtar's build

ings belong to the Safavid era. The foundation of the city is at

tributed to the Abassid dynasty. Buildings are mostly of mud-

brick. They became a formal arrangement of four rooms sepa

rated by the cross-formed barrel-vaulted iwans. The central 

intersection was an open courtyard. This form was also found 

in the layout of the fortress city with the fortress walls forming 

a square. The main streets, the transepts, and the houses occu

pied each quarter. The castle or administrative centre, mosque, 

baths and schools were at the geometric centre. The cross-

form was also the symbol for the ancient Iranians. 

The basic structural form during Zoroastrian times was the 

Fire Temple, usually built near a river or on top of a hill. This 

was a large, tall structure, square on plan, with each side open 

to the sky. The cross-form plan evolved from this "room" with 

iwans extending laterally to form barrel-vaulted passages lead

ing to four domed rooms — one at each corner of a larger 

square plan as well as into the centre square courtyard. 

In the desert, it was found that a dome over the central 

courtyard produced a pleasant cooling effect. The roofed patio, 

tanabi, became a place of general assembly. Consequently, the 

courtyard was moved to one side of the house. Depending on 

the climatic conditions, which vary north and south, the 

direction of access into the house, and the occupant's wealth, 

two courtyards were built — one on the hottest side and one 

on the coolest. The courtyard on the street side was usually 

lower than the street level. This facilitated the flow of rainwa

ter into a central pond in the patio that stored water for 

drinking and irrigation. 

The car and other modern innovations brought some 

changes. New roads, connecting the main gates and passing 

through the city neighbourhoods were built at the cost of old 

bazaars, caravanserais, and public baths. New buildings, now 

about ten per cent of the building stock, are constructed of 

materials such as steel, concrete and kiln fired bricks. 

P L A N .  The design of New Shushtar follows the pattern o f  

traditional Iranian architecture which is introverted, taking 

its forms from climatic constraints, available local technology 

and the country's culture. 
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Internal street elevation. 

The massing of the buildings is a parallel arrangement of 

mostly one and two storey houses that are clustered along 

narrow streets following traditional models for privacy. The 

treeless, narrow streets are paved in bricks. The top floor of the 

apartment houses is built along the street front to maximise 

shading. Most residential streets are east/west oriented so that 

houses catch the prevailing north wind. To further foster 

privacy and neighbourhood activity, automobile traffic is pro

hibited in the residential areas. 

The public buildings grouped along the east/west pedes

trian boulevard are designed to give neighbourhood identity 

to each block in the traditional manner. Public buildings are 

set at an angle to the grid, which organises the entire plan, to 

punctuate the dense residential fabric. In the residential clus

ters, each of the 650 units use the traditional organisation with 

multifunctional rooms arranged around a courtyard and roof 

terraces for sleeping. Most rooms in the two to four room 

houses are 5 metres x 5 metres; Smaller ones are 3 metres x 3 

metres or 4 metres x 4 metres. Thick walls, small windows and 



Above: Attention to proper use of materials, from street paving to walls 

and parapets provides a subtle setting in harmony with the climate and the 
environment. 

Opposite: Individual residences demonstrate the same mastery of scale and 

massing that are found throughout the project. 
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street entry through a small protected space are also tradi

tional features. Parapet walls surrounding the roof provide 

shade. 

M A T E R I A L S  A N D  T E C H N O L O G Y .  Traditional construc

tion methods were used by the local contractor who used local 

materials and mostly local, unskilled labour. 

Load-bearing walls are built of locally made bricks and 

footings are of concrete. Roofs are framed with steel beams 

supported by the walls or by engaged piers. Conventional 

shallow barrel vaults in brick span four metres between the 

beams. Ceilings are finished with plaster. Floor finishes are 

terrazzo tiles on concrete slabs. Wall finishings are mostly of 

brick but sometimes in kitchens and bathrooms, cement is 

used. Door and window openings are circular brick arches or 

lintels. Streets are paved in patterned brick with tile borders. 

T E C H N I C A L  A S S E S S M E N T .  Residents are satisfied with 

the houses and the layout of the apartments. However, one of 

the problems is that some of the houses and apartments over

look each other which infringes upon privacy. 

The houses were designed to cut down excessive heat and 

sunlight. The layout and natural lighting follows the local cus

toms and architectural tradition. Inhabitants have installed 

air conditioning units or evaporation air coolers to cope with 

excessive summer heat and lack of air flow. Most of the roads 

are on an east-west axis. Thus, houses face either south or 

north which is conducive to shading. Other features that con

tribute to shading are the construction density, the spatial 

distribution of the houses, the varying dimensions of the streets, 

and the difference in height of the houses. 

Technically, this complex follows the norms and standards 

of architectural production prevailing in the Third World. 

After eight years, ageing is average whilst maintenance and 

cleaning are mediocre. 

A E S T H E T I C  A S S E S S M E N T .  The project is faithful to 

the traditional architecture of the region. It is reminiscent of 

traditional Islamic vernacular urban architecture, which en

courages social interaction. By the design of its spaces, it 

generates a communal sense. The contrast between the vast 

public spaces and the dense fabric of the streets and residential 

neighbourhoods offers visual and spatial diversity. 

The topography and slight slope of the ground allow the 

buildings to be arranged in a harmonious composition display

ing an interesting variety of spaces. 

Opposite: Public spaces are open and inviting to the residents. The connecting 

elements add architectural interest to the overall space. 

Right above: The strong lights and deep shadows heighten the dramatic 

effect of the meticulously executed arches. 

Right: Dramatically effective use of bricks is one of the hallmarks of this 

project. Note the treatment of the comer on the left and the lace-like 

tracery on the wall. 

Perspectives change as the street and surrounding build

ings step up towards the centre of town. Level changes vary 

the wall heights of the facing rows of houses. Decorative 

brickwork grilles beneath the windows, on the roof parapets, 

and the entry arcades also provide ventilation. Mosaic tiles 

mark entries to the houses and embellish street signs. 

C O N C L U S I O N .  The project was planned in five stages, to 

be completed in 1985. Construction started in 1976, and most 

of the first stage was completed by 1978. The first stage was 

planned to function as an autonomous unit and accommodate 

about 4,000 inhabitants. Political unrest in 1979 disrupted the 

work. During the hiatus in construction, squatters and refu

gees moved into the complex, overcrowding and straining the 

infrastructure and services. 

The remaining phases of the project are under way. Half of 

the site of phase three is now functioning and the work is 

ongoing depending on the availability of funding. 

Shushtar New Town is relevant to the cultural values of 

Iran and maintains a continuity with the past, allowing cul

tural expression. Its example of urban housing is unique as a 

large scale new town conceived and produced by local design

ers and builders attempting to satisfy indigenous life styles and 

contemporary goals of industrial development. 


